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1: Montez DeCarlo (Author of Black Chameleon Memoirs)
Black Chameleon Memoirs reveals the gripping saga of how one of the most successful Black businessmen in America
rose to prominence using criminal activity and murder while overcoming adversity and an abusive childhood.

Life on the Color Line: The wedding took place in the year I was born, the year after my parents married.
Instantly I knew that racism had kept me from knowing my uncle by then dead of a heart attack , my aunt, my
cousins. Instantly I knew I would have to find them. To my surprise, they treated me not just as a cousin but as
a living symbol of racial reconciliation. White friends had color in their families of blood or choice: I started
to feel that every American whose family has been here more than a few decades is from a mixed-race family,
that somewhere out there--however near or far--we all have relatives of the "other" color. African Americans
know this, of course, often down to the name of at least one plantation owner in the family tree. But for a
white girl in a color-bound world, this was news. As it happened, the insight that was striking me so
personally--that the color line is drawn in shifting sand--would soon strike the culture. And since , a number of
mixed-race memoirs have hit our shelves, opening discussion of a new identity: But their wide range of
experiences reveals how deeply racial identity, like any identity, is affected not just by society but also by
family, character, time, and place. For some reason, I expected to find that these memoirs had proliferated
because children born during and after the civil rights movement had come of age and were telling their
stories. Ever since Africans were first dragged onto this continent, Americans have been wondering how to
treat mixed-race babies. Until the Civil War, racial definitions varied dramatically by time, place, looks, and
wealth. But racial openness slammed shut after the Civil War, as segregation was substituted for slavery in
defining an underclass. By the end of the nineteenth century, "one drop" of African ancestry was being legally
treated as if it could spread like a drop of food dye in water and turn its bearer of whatever complexion
inescapably "colored. You were either black or white. Why not root for the club that did want you as a
member? The moment, then, to which these books testify is not the s but the s: Each memoir offers a slightly
different angle from which to view the question of racial belonging, of who is claimed by whom. And
passing--both explicit and implicit--has its place in several of these memoirs. Gregory Williams, recently
named president of the City College of New York, was 10 years old when he got the news that his identity had
been based on deception. He had grown up white in segregated s Virginia. Then his mother absconded with
her lover; his father, Buster, bankrupted himself through alcoholism. Miss Sallie was "colored. Quite a bit, it
turns out. In the s Muncie was a Klan town. The color line ran along the railroad tracks: The
Caucasian-appearing boys "quadroons" like Sally Hemings fight black kids who attack them for being white
and white kids who hate them for being black. Teachers, coaches, and schoolmates threaten him if he even
speaks to a "white" girl; if he dates a black girl, strangers jeer at and threaten the apparently interracial couple.
This is a book that exposes how society constructs race: As a child, James McBride worries that the
black-power movement will kill his mother, whitey right in their midst. He worries that she cries in church
because God likes black people better. His mother has no time for his nonsense about color; when he asks
whether God is black or white, she answers: By alternating chapters between her childhood in the s and s and
his own in the s, he unreels the story of how Ruth McBride Jordan started her life: As a pregnant teen in , she
was sent to stay with New York City relatives, got an abortion, glimpsed freedom in Harlem, fell in love with
a churchgoing black man, and was "reborn in Christ. He can therefore feel "privileged to have come from two
worlds. Their love was charged with the shiny political hope of the moment, the idealistic belief that race
could be left behind. But alas, writes Walker: King and civil rights, is suddenly suspect. Black-on-black love
is the new recipe for revolution The only problem, of course, is me. My little copper-colored body that held so
much promise and broke so many rules I am a remnant, a throwaway, a painful reminder of a happier and
more optimistic but ultimately unsustainable time. Rebecca will spend two years with one parent, then two
years with the other. Not her parents but she herself is the emigrant, tossed back and forth between social
spheres. An adored black uncle and his sons use the word "cracker" to "describe me or one of my mannerisms
In this sense all of us are passing, the most successful being those who feel the least slippage between inner
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experience and outer performance. Is mixed-race identity in a black-and-white world always going to be
painful? Memoir may not be the most reliable genre from which to draw such a conclusion. Contemporary
memoirists self-select for family unhappiness; most of these books are not exceptions. And yet they make it
especially clear that even when uncertain racial identity is blamed for unhappiness, misery may spring as
much from parental alcoholism or abandonment as from race. Maybe a black white man will never fit. I like
me, and I like me because my parents liked me. Racial identity is more powerful than the early civil rights
movement expected. Gladwell tells us that his father is a British-born mathematics professor who is oddly
blind to social boundaries; his mother is "not black, but brown," an important notch in the complex racial
stratifications of her native Jamaica. While admiring them, Gladwell concludes with some melancholy: My
parents conquered difference, and we would all like to think that sort of accomplishment is something that
could be passed down from generation to generation. Racial intermarriage solves one problem in the first
generation, only to create another in the next--a generation that cannot ignore difference the way their parents
did. These writers would surely agree that their experience has not been freedom from race but perpetual
taxonomic purgatory: The larger and perhaps more important question is: Quite a number of authors are
writing about American mixed-race families. Two white women who married and mothered across the color
line, Jane Lazarre and Hettie Jones, recently published memoirs about what Jones calls "being white in a black
family. Since , the Jefferson-Hemings liaison has given birth to eight books. Does all this signal a new white
willingness to face the horrors and offspring of slavery as part of American history, the way Germans have
grappled with the Holocaust? Are we ready to treat African as just one more drop in the mongrel mix of
American identity? Has the s and s emphasis on multiculturalism and diversity education actually changed
how we rebuild race every day? Can a nation, too, outgrow its old hatreds? Graff, the author of What Is
Marriage For?
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Black Chameleon Memoirs reveals the gripping saga of how one of the most successful businessmen in America rose to
prominence using criminal activity and murder while overcoming adversity and an abusive childhood.

Giacomo was the first of six children, being followed by Francesco Giuseppe â€” , Giovanni Battista â€” ,
Faustina Maddalena â€” , Maria Maddalena Antonia Stella â€” , and Gaetano Alvise â€” It was a required stop
on the Grand Tour , traveled by young men coming of age, especially Englishmen. The famed Carnival ,
gambling houses, and beautiful courtesans were powerful drawing cards. This was the milieu that bred
Casanova and made him its most famous and representative citizen. Casanova was cared for by his
grandmother Marzia Baldissera while his mother toured about Europe in the theater. His father died when he
was eight. As a child, Casanova suffered nosebleeds, and his grandmother sought help from a witch: For
Casanova, the neglect by his parents was a bitter memory. Casanova moved in with the priest and his family
and lived there through most of his teenage years. Bettina was "pretty, lighthearted, and a great reader of
romances. The girl pleased me at once, though I had no idea why. It was she who little by little kindled in my
heart the first sparks of a feeling which later became my ruling passion. He entered the University of Padua at
12 and graduated at 17, in , with a degree in law "for which I felt an unconquerable aversion". He shuttled
back and forth to Padua to continue his university studies. By now, he had become something of a
dandyâ€”tall and dark, his long hair powdered, scented, and elaborately curled. Casanova proclaimed that his
life avocation was firmly established by this encounter. On meeting the pope , Casanova boldly asked for a
dispensation to read the "forbidden books" and from eating fish which he claimed inflamed his eyes. He also
composed love letters for another cardinal. When Casanova became the scapegoat for a scandal involving a
local pair of star-crossed lovers, Cardinal Acquaviva dismissed Casanova, thanking him for his sacrifice, but
effectively ending his church career. His first step was to look the part: Reflecting that there was now little
likelihood of my achieving fortune in my ecclesiastical career, I decided to dress as a soldier I inquire for a
good tailor My uniform was white, with a blue vest, a shoulder knot of silver and gold I bought a long sword,
and with my handsome cane in hand, a trim hat with a black cockade, with my hair cut in side whiskers and a
long false pigtail, I set forth to impress the whole city. Casanova soon abandoned his military career and
returned to Venice. At the age of 21, he set out to become a professional gambler, but losing all the money
remaining from the sale of his commission, he turned to his old benefactor Alvise Grimani for a job. Casanova
thus began his third career, as a violinist in the San Samuele theater , "a menial journeyman of a sublime art in
which, if he who excels is admired, the mediocrity is rightly despised. My profession was not a noble one, but
I did not care. Calling everything prejudice, I soon acquired all the habits of my degraded fellow musicians.
They also sent midwives and physicians on false calls. They immediately stopped to have the senator bled.
The mercury raised his temperature and induced a massive fever, and Bragadin appeared to be choking on his
own swollen windpipe. A priest was called as death seemed to be approaching. The senator recovered from his
illness with rest and a sensible diet. As they were cabalists [ disambiguation needed ] themselves, the senator
invited Casanova into his household and became a lifelong patron. I took the most creditable, the noblest, and
the only natural course. I decided to put myself in a position where I need no longer go without the necessities
of life: No one in Venice could understand how an intimacy could exist between myself and three men of their
character, they all heaven and I all earth; they most severe in their morals, and I addicted to every kind of
dissolute living. Casanova had dug up a freshly buried corpse to play a practical joke on an enemy and exact
revenge, but the victim went into a paralysis, never to recover. And in another scandal, a young girl who had
duped him accused him of rape and went to the officials. Portrait of Casanova by Alessandro Longhi Escaping
to Parma , Casanova entered into a three-month affair with a Frenchwoman he named "Henriette", perhaps the
deepest love he ever experiencedâ€”a woman who combined beauty, intelligence, and culture. In his words,
"They who believe that a woman is incapable of making a man equally happy all the twenty-four hours of the
day have never known an Henriette. The joy which flooded my soul was far greater when I conversed with her
during the day than when I held her in my arms at night. Having read a great deal and having natural taste,
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Henriette judged rightly of everything. As noted Casanovist J. Perhaps no woman so captivated Casanova as
Henriette; few women obtained so deep an understanding of him. She penetrated his outward shell early in
their relationship, resisting the temptation to unite her destiny with his. She came to discern his volatile nature,
his lack of social background, and the precariousness of his finances. Before leaving, she slipped into his
pocket five hundred louis, mark of her evaluation of him. Casanova was also attracted to Rosicrucianism. It
was in Lyons that a respectable individual, whose acquaintance I made at the house of M. I arrived in Paris a
simple apprentice; a few months after my arrival I became companion and master; the last is certainly the
highest degree in Freemasonry, for all the other degrees which I took afterwards are only pleasing inventions,
which, although symbolical, add nothing to the dignity of master. Soon, however, his numerous liaisons were
noted by the Paris police, as they were in nearly every city he visited. His new play, La Moluccheide, now
lost, was performed at the Royal Theatre, where his mother often played in lead roles. He finally returned to
Venice in His police record became a lengthening list of reported blasphemies, seductions, fights, and public
controversy. Senator Bragadin, in total seriousness this time being a former inquisitor himself , advised his
"son" to leave immediately or face the stiffest consequences. Imprisonment and escape[ edit ] On 26 July , at
age 30, Casanova was arrested for affront to religion and common decency: Casanova primarily in public
outrages against the holy religion, their Excellencies have caused him to be arrested and imprisoned under the
Leads. The following 12 September, without a trial and without being informed of the reasons for his arrest
and of the sentence, he was sentenced to five years imprisonment. Place him in custody! He was soon housed
with a series of cellmates, and after five months and a personal appeal from Count Bragadin, was given warm
winter bedding and a monthly stipend for books and better food. During exercise walks he was granted in the
prison garret, he found a piece of black marble and an iron bar which he smuggled back to his cell; he hid the
bar inside his armchair. When he was temporarily without cellmates, he spent two weeks sharpening the bar
into a spike on the stone. In his new cell, "I sat in my armchair like a man in a stupor; motionless as a statue, I
saw that I had wasted all the efforts I had made, and I could not repent of them. I felt that I had nothing to
hope for, and the only relief left to me was not to think of the future. He solicited the help of the prisoner in
the adjacent cell, Father Balbi, a renegade priest. The spike, carried to the new cell inside the armchair, was
passed to the priest in a folio Bible carried under a heaping plate of pasta by the hoodwinked jailer. To
neutralize his new cellmate, who was a spy, Casanova played on his superstitions and terrorized him into
silence. The drop to the nearby canal being too great, Casanova prised open the grate over a dormer window,
and broke the window to gain entry. They found a long ladder on the roof, and with the additional use of a
bedsheet "rope" that Casanova had prepared, lowered themselves into the room whose floor was 25 feet
below. They rested until morning, changed clothes, then broke a small lock on an exit door and passed into a
palace corridor, through galleries and chambers, and down stairs, where by convincing the guard they had
inadvertently been locked into the palace after an official function, they left through a final door. Thirty years
later in , Casanova wrote Story of My Flight, which was very popular and was reprinted in many languages,
and he repeated the tale a little later in his memoirs. Thus did God provide me with what I needed for an
escape which was to be a wonder if not a miracle. I admit that I am proud of it; but my pride does not come
from my having succeeded, for luck had a good deal to do with that; it comes from my having concluded that
the thing could be done and having had the courage to undertake it. His first task was to find a new patron. He
reconnected with old friend de Bernis , now the Foreign Minister of France. Casanova was advised by his
patron to find a means of raising funds for the state as a way to gain instant favor. Casanova promptly became
one of the trustees of the first state lottery , and one of its best ticket salesmen. The enterprise earned him a
large fortune quickly. He remarked in hindsight, "All the French ministers are the same. The down-trodden
people counted for nothing, and, through this, the indebtedness of the State and the confusion of finances were
the inevitable results. A Revolution was necessary. He was entrusted with a mission of selling state bonds in
Amsterdam , Holland being the financial center of Europe at the time. The French government even offered
him a title and a pension if he would become a French citizen and work on behalf of the finance ministry, but
he declined, perhaps because it would frustrate his Wanderlust. He ran the business poorly, borrowed heavily
trying to save it, and spent much of his wealth on constant liaisons with his female workers who were his "
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harem ". He sold the rest of his belongings and secured another mission to Holland to distance himself from
his troubles. He was yet again arrested for his debts, but managed to escape to Switzerland. Weary of his
wanton life, Casanova visited the monastery of Einsiedeln and considered the simple, scholarly life of a monk.
He wrote of the English, "the people have a special character, common to the whole nation, which makes them
think they are superior to everyone else. It is a belief shared by all nations, each thinking itself the best. And
they are all right. While working the political angles, he also spent much time in the bedroom, as was his
habit. As a means to find females for his pleasure, not being able to speak English, he put an advertisement in
the newspaper to let an apartment to the "right" person. He interviewed many young women, choosing one
"Mistress Pauline" who suited him well. Soon, he established himself in her apartment and seduced her. These
and other liaisons, however, left him weak with venereal disease and he left England broke and ill. Again, his
principal goal was to sell his lottery scheme to other governments and repeat the great success he had with the
French government, but a meeting with Frederick the Great bore no fruit and in the surrounding German lands,
the same result. Not lacking either connections or confidence, Casanova went to Russia and met with
Catherine the Great , but she flatly turned down the lottery idea.
3: Passing Interest
Wake Forest, NC, February 15, --()-- Montez DeCarlo, famed underground urban fiction author of Black Chameleon
Memoirs, pledged his support for Senator Barack Obama for President and openly.

4: Black Chameleon by Martin Booth
Detroit, MI (PRWEB) November 8, The Native Experience, in association with Aventine Press, announced today its
scheduled release of Black Chameleon Memoirs, a book that chronicles the notorious life of one of the most successful
Black businessmen in America.

5: Black News and current events from African American Organizations, www.enganchecubano.com
Detroit, MI (PRWEB) March 6, A representative from NetTactix Communications, a distributor for Montez DeCarlo's new
book Black Chameleon Memoirs, stated today that someone who said that they were a Federal Agent investigating
several unsolved murders that took place in Detroit in the s contacted the company.

6: Black Chameleon MemoirsÂ’ Author Endorses Barack Obama for President - www.enganchecubano.com
Black Chameleon Memoirs tells the gripping saga of how one of the most successful Black businessmen in America
rose to prominence using criminal activity and murder while overcoming adversity and an abusive childhood.

7: Jimmie Martinez - Cajun Chameleon | About the Book | Jimmie Martinez - Cajun Chameleon
Montez DeCarlo is the author of Black Chameleon Memoirs ( avg rating, 3 ratings, 2 reviews, published ), Child Support
Kills ( avg rating, 0 r.

8: Being Black and White
Buy Black Chameleon Memoirs by Montez DeCarlo from Waterstones today! Click and Collect from your local
Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on orders over Â£

9: Giacomo Casanova - Wikipedia
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Black Chameleon has 4 ratings and 0 reviews: Martin Booth was a prolific British novelist and poet. He also worked as a
teacher and screenwriter, and was the founder of the Sceptre Press.
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